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January 2019

Hi Folks,

Just finished setting up a new pair of Bryston ACTIVE MIDDLE T-REX loudspeakers in the Bryston sound room (7.5x17x23) number one.

What you will notice with the Bryston T-REX speakers is not necessarily the ability to play at real world volume levels without distortion.

It’s the ability to always sound at ease with the dynamic levels of the music and the capability to render low level details and resolve miniscule dynamic contrasts.

Multiple drivers just have the ability to pressurize the room with realistic levels and also having the woofers at the floor and ceiling loads the room much better allowing for much smoother bass through-out the listening room. (Check out the graph below 20Hz flat).

Here is a graph of the in-room frequency response at the listening position.

What’s very interesting is as you move around the room it does not change much due to the very wide and smooth dispersion capability (both vertically and horizontally) of the Bryston T-REX.
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